To whom it might concern,

Through this invitation, the Opera House in Manaus is honored to invite Maestro Erik Westberg to be our guest conductor at the concerts to be held March, 9th and 10th, 2017 at the “Teatro Amazonas”.

Our choir consists of 60 professional singers who regularly perform at the Manaus Opera productions, as well as in its own concerts. It is one of the leading musical ensembles of northern Brazil.

Maestro Westberg’s experience in working with international choirs and his musical reputation as choirmaster will guarantee this to be an outstanding artistic opportunity for our audience and Manaus’ musical life in general.

Yours sincerely,

ZACARIAS FERNANDES DA COSTA
Conductor of the Coral do Amazonas

HERMES COELHO GOMES
Adjunt Conductor of the Coral do Amazonas